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Quick start – start transmitting right away

This manual explains how to stream audio over the Internet. It 
is mainly aimed at free and community radio stations. In order 
to be inclusive, we do not limit ourselves to the technical-
operational dimension but also offer an introduction to 
streaming as a social practice. In other words: how to plan 
and carry out a transmission as a team with the tools at our 
disposal.

For those who are in a hurry, we designed a fast track. The 
essential steps for people in a rush are:

1. Get access to an audio server (Page 16)

2. Install and configure a streaming client on your computer 
(Page 23) or smartphone (Page 35).

3. Go on air

If you find this shortcut too fast, just keep reading without 
rushing or skipping pages...
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1. IntroductIon – StreamIng radIo In 
the age of dIgItal platformS

In 2010 Latin American News Pool (NPLA) published its first 
streaming manual. As a reminder: 2010 was the year the iPad 
was launched, the Kinect sensor for video games hit the stores 
and thousands of secret files were revealed on the Wikileaks 
platform. By comparison, streaming live audio over the Internet 
was no longer newsworthy. It had already been explored as 
a practice of thousands of community and alternative radio 
stations all over the world and Latin America had its leading 
role: Around 2003 in Brazil was developed the free software 
Darksnow with a graphical interface that facilitated transmitting 
audio over the Internet was then documented and shared by 
free media collectives throughout Abya Yala - think only of the 
live coverage of the social insurrection of Oaxaca during 2006 
or the annual broadcasts of the world social forums.

Today this collective effort to create an autonomous infrastructure 
is eclipsed by powerful commercial services. Platforms like 
Facebook and Youtube offer to transmit live audio and video to 
their users (including trolls). On the other hand, there are more 
personal services for audiovisual conferences that are created 
through the browser with two clicks (Jitsi). Community radio 
stations co-host live programs with free software (e.g. Studio 
Link) that offer remote discussions without noise or delay.
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Nevertheless, there are at least five good reasons to continue 
to broadcast on your private streaming channels:

1. Don’t depend on external platforms

Commercial and private services - even if they are free - have 
a high cost: the total loss of control over the means we use 
to communicate. Our voices can be silenced at any time, for 
example with the blackout of some platform in front of social 
protests. A related problem: many times, platforms and social 
networks monitor our behaviour for lucrative purposes.

2. To be able to reach 1000 listeners

The audio and video conferencing software are useful for a 
limited group of listeners but is not suitable for broadcasts. 
Only streaming recreates the conditions and allows an open 
audio/video signal to be broadcast over the Internet that can 
be used at no cost or prior registration.

3. Expand the scope of events

Streaming allows you to extend the reach of local events. People 
in distant places can follow debates, concerts or coverage of 
events that are difficult to access. Applied in this way, streaming 
is an inclusion tool.

4. Diversify the programming

Live streaming transmissions can be included in the programming 
of an FM radio making it more diverse. They allow continuous 
participation from other production spaces or also include live 
coverage of demonstrations or further events of social interest.
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Transmitting sound over the Internet is achieved through a 
process called streaming, or “sending flows” of information. The 
protocol used allows you to listen to an audio stream (something 
like an endless file) at the same time you are downloading it. In 
this way, you can speak into a microphone or play an audio file 
on a computer while the created signal can be heard elsewhere 
almost live.

How does that work? This is achieved by sending audio 
information in a “continuous file”, that is, a constant data 
transmission. It’s different from downloading audio and only 
then being able to hear it. The streaming is more like a long 
train of information and we can hear the sound of each car 
arriving. As this train has to pass through the infinite tracks 
of a worldwide network of computers (servers) called Internet 
until it reaches our computer or smartphone, the sound arrives 
with a slight delay of a few seconds, depending on the size 
of the data and the Internet connection. However: thanks to 
streaming, radio programs regain their immediacy online.

2. onlIne broadcaStIng – what IS 
StreamIng?

5. Learning within a community

Streaming is also a training process. It puts us in this black 
box called “Internet” to better understand how the digital 
environment works. It brings us closer to knowledge exchange 
practices and mutual learning processes. Streaming recreates 
a collaborative and social horizon of technology and helps to 
rethink communication systems as common goods outside 
capitalist logic.
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To understand how these sound flows are sent and received, we 
will follow the path that the audio travels from one computer 
to another:

Let’s review in the image the different elements of this sound 
chain:

1. Audio source: can be any device with a microphone and 
sound card (computers, tablets, smartphones) with Internet 
access. You can also connect external devices such as a mixer, 
microphone or sound interface for example to the corresponding 
audio inputs or via USB.

2. The audio signal is processed through the sound card of 
the device. The programs we use to do streaming capture this 
information by packaging it (wagon by wagon) and ordering it 
as a constant flow. In this way, the audio signal can travel via 
the Internet.

3.  This flow of sound packets is sent to the address of an audio 
server that functions as a large terminal. Each “train” arrives at a 
different track (mounting point). And knowing “the track” every 
listener on the Internet can go and receive the audio packets.

4. To open a stream on an audio server we need to know the 
exact mounting point. The good thing is, and there ends the 
analogy with the train, that this constant arrival of data (wagons) 
can be received via the Internet by many people (i.e. listeners) 
at the same time. Contrary to the FM radio its number is not 
unlimited, but it is possible to multiply the flows that come 
out of a mountpoint. Depending on the power of the network 
connection (broadband) up to thousands of people can hear it.
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5. And finally, it is important to mention how these flows are 
received. Again, we need a digital device connected to the 
Internet (computer, smartphone, tablet). For each device, there 
are different audio players (such as the well-known VLC). Almost 
all players can not only play locally stored digital audio files, 
but they also play streaming data. Once the direction, where 
the constant flow of packets can be lowered, is specified, the 
players are in charge of unwrapping them, recognizing their 
digital sound format, reassembling it and sending a signal to 
the audio output (loudspeakers, headphones, etc.). In other 
words: after this long journey, you can finally hear something.

3. planIng your tranSmISSIon

Listening to a stream is usually achieved by one click. However, 
streaming means taking into account several factors to make 
it a well-received and audible signal rather than a frustrating 
cable clutter. Here are some key points to check to see if they 
meet the conditions for transmitting:

The place

A good Internet connection is essential, preferably via cable 
(LAN). If there is only wireless access (WLAN/WIFI) it is important 
to restrict use during transmission to have a stable connection. 
Also, think about an electrical connection for your equipment 
so that you don’t run out of batteries.

Toys

You can do a whole streaming program with nothing but 
a smartphone. You can also set up a professional studio. 
Anything goes. What matters is to have a device with at least 
one microphone (internal or external) and connectivity to the 
Internet.

The team

Like the production of a podcast, streaming can even be done 
individually, but think first, if that’s the idea or if it wouldn’t be 
better to form a team, sharing tasks and learning together. The 
ideal is to have three people who (in turns or fixed) assume the 
following roles:

speaker: conducts the program live (coming out)
operator: mix voice, music, etc. (how it goes out)
monitoring: controls signal output (something comes out)

The time

Leaving arrangements ready to transmit 
takes time. There are devices to plugin and 
programs to configure. To avoid stress before 
going “on air” better arrive an hour early and 
set everything up calmly.

The public

There’s no dial on the Internet. If you don’t advertise and promote 
your transmission, streaming will be a rather lonely experience. 
For it to be worth the effort, as important as creating a signal is 
to publish the link of the program on your blog, social network 
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or messaging service. In addition, invite other radio stations to 
re-broadcast them or arrange for speakers to be installed for 
your audience in parks or cultural centers to name just a few 
options.

Note: If you want to make your stream link visible in a more 
permanent way, you can also integrate a player into your radio’s 
website. A clue to follow is, for example, the Muses project.

Once removed all doubts, let’s go for the toolbox…

4. the toolbox

To transmit by streaming you need:

Hardware

* Computer, smart phone or tablet with sound card (everything 
that emits sound has one)
* Internal or external microphone (in case you want to transmit 
voices)
* Headphones or loudspeakers for output signal monitoring 
(not required)
* Additionally: a mixer and/or second audio player (in case you 
want to use the computer as a “transmitter” and manage the 
sound content separately).

Software

* Client program to send the stream (e.g. BUTT)
* Program to play audio (e.g. VLC)

Server and connectivity

* Internet connection (preferably by cable)
* Streaming channel (access to a mountpoint on an audio server)

Now we will review in more detail where to get those “client 
programs” and “mountpoints”...
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5. openIng an account In gISS.tv

There are many commercial offers for streaming. But they 
profit from your services or your data. Often you can’t regulate 
independently the qualities of your mountpoint or are obliged 
to include advertising from third parties in your programs. There 
are two alternatives:

1. Install your own audio server (a lot of work and a bit 
complicated, although it would be ideal).

2. Seek a service in tune with technological sovereignty and 
privacy (that is, the idea is to democratically organize our 
communication tools).

One option to follow this second path is the Giss.tv project, a 
non-profit voluntary network, created with free software for free 
media. The terms of use of Giss.tv are simple and clear:

* The streaming must be registered under copyleft, nonprofit 
licenses.
* If the streaming license is not copyleft, you must be the 
copyright owner of all audio material you use or be authorized 
by the author or creator.
* Streaming must not have commercial advertising.
* Racist, nationalist, sexist, homophobic, religious propaganda 
or fanaticism contents are not accepted...

If you agree with these rules it is time to open your own channel:

First, check out the Giss.tv website: http://giss.tv/. There you 
will find a link called CREATE YOUR CHANNEL.

This link leads to the form where you can register a new 
streaming channel, i.e. a new mountpoint (for more information 
on the basics of streaming, see the glossary). The mountpoint 
is also the “contact point” between the transmitters and the 
listeners: The transmitter connects to the mountpoint via a client 
to send the data flow or streaming (see page 22). Listeners are 
connected to this same mountpoint with their audio player (e.g. 
VLC).

Since there can be several mountpoints on a server, each one 
has a specific name. This name together with the name of the 
server makes up the address of your stream, i.e. the URL.

Let’s see how you fill out the form to open your own mountpoint. 
In total there are ten steps to complete the form of which four 
are mandatory (in red):

1716
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In this section enter the numbers and/or letters shown in the 
image. This code is a security measure to prevent automated 
programs or robots from taking over the service.

Define the mountpoint, i.e. the name of the stream. You have 
to choose if your stream will be encoded in mp3 or Ogg Vorbis. 
Your mountpoint must end with the extension of the chosen 
format either .mp3 or .ogg. For example, flujos.ogg. (more 
about digital audio formats in the glossary).

An active email is requested. To this email will be sent all 
the information once registered the streaming, including the 
password (PASSWORD) necessary to authorize transmissions 
through this direction.

This window is to describe the project, program, group, 
collective, etc., that you will transmit through this mountpoint. 
This information will be published on the giss.tv page along 
with the streaming.

KEYWORDS are word markers that will make it easier for listeners 
to find your transmission.

You must decide if you want the information to be published 
on the page, http://giss.tv/gstats/instantstats.php There all 
addresses (channels) are shown that are actively transmitting 
at this time. It also shows the number of listeners connected to 
each of them. If you don’t want this information to be public, 
choose no.

http://giss.tv/gstats/instantstats.php
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If the project has its own web page, or there is a web address 
that you want to link with a certain signal, enter the URL in 
CHANNEL WEB SITE.

If you want to include an image or logo published on the 
Internet, enter the URL of the image, and it will appear visibly 
next to your stream.

Here you define whether the contents broadcasted by your 
channel will be live, or recorded programs (playlists/archives), 
or both.

You must agree to the terms of use of the server described 
above.

Finally, press the ADD MOUNTPOINT button to end the stream 
registration. Ready!

As a final step, you will receive an email confirming the registered 
account containing all the necessary information to transmit. 
Save this information well, it is very important. If you want to 
edit your information
(e.g. change name, format, additional information) you can 
do so by accessing the EDIT CHANNEL option on the Giss.tv 
homepage.
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comparing streaming clients

To be able to stream from your computer you need a software 
called a streaming client. There are more than one, feel free 
to experiment. We will introduce you to BUTT and taking a 
look at the table you will understand why...

BUTT is the only streaming tool that is multi-platform, 
published under a free software license and allows signals to 
be sent over different streaming channels (mount points) at 
the same time. And now we’ll get to know it up close...

Butt is a software to encode and send an audio signal from your 
computer. It is not an audio player and does not automate. But 
it makes it possible for listeners to access your broadcast on an 
audio server - for example at the mountpoint created on Giss.
tv.

6. butt - StreamIng from any 
deSktop computer
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Let’s take one step at a time:

1. Installation:

First, download the program from the following page http://
danielnoethen.de/butt/. There is an updated version for the 
operating system of your choice. Here are some tips:

GNU/LINUX: If you use GNU/Linux, most distributions can 
install it from their package manager, for example, Synaptic in 
the case of Debian or derivatives.

MAC: Download the .dmg file and then install it by double-
clicking on the file. The installer is mounted on the desktop. 
Now they copy the BUTT program into their applications folder.

WIN: Download the .exe file and follow the installation steps.

2. Configuration

Open the program, click on the Settings button. A new window 
opens with a menu of different tabs. 

MAIN

First you will find yourself in the MAIN tab. It is here where you 
have to include the information of the audio server to establish 
a connection and to be able to transmit. To add a new server, 
click ADD.

A new window opens. In the first box choose a name, by which 
you want to save this connection on your computer. Next comes 
the configuration part. The required information reached you by 
e-mail, in case you opened a channel on Giss.tv (see page 16). 
If you use another audio server, you have surely received the 
corresponding information in the same way. The configuration 
consists of 6 simple steps.

http://danielnoethen.de/butt/
http://danielnoethen.de/butt/
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1. TYPE: Shoutcast | IceCast

Here you define what type of software is used on the audio 
server. In the case of Giss-tv it is IceCast (free software).

2. ADRESS

Refers to the general address of the audio server (called “host” 
as well in English menus). Giss.tv users already know what to 
put: giss.tv

IImportant: Do not put the address with “https:”. This is one of 
the most common faults during configuration.

3. PORT 

The server port defines the “place” the server where the 
information passes through. The “8000” port is the standard 
“passing place” for audio transmissions, but you can also try 
8001, 8002, etc. (For more information on the ports, please 
refer to the glossary).

4. PASSWORD

The password (pass) regulates the access to your streaming 
channel. Enter your password (which you have defined in the 
Giss.tv registration or received to access another server). 

A useful idea: There are programs like KeePassXC, digital 
key rings to keep your passwords neat and secure. It is worth 
investigating this tool, especially if you are going to handle 
several mountpoints on the same computer.

5. IceCast mountpoint

The mountpoint corresponds to the name of your streaming 
channel. It consists of the name (e.g. flujos) and a termination 
that informs about the audio format (e.g. .ogg). Thus, the 
mountpoint of our example would be called flujos.ogg.

6. IceCast user

Here you define the username (login) for a mountpoint. In most 
servers (including Giss.tv) this option is not applied, and the 
predefined name source is used.

Clicking on ADD opens another window...

https://keepassxc.org/
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Here you define the characteristics of your transmission.

Audio Device: Defines which sound device on your computer 
will be used. Leave it at Default or choose the external device 
(e.g. sound card, mixer with USB connection, etc.) you want to 
work with.

Note: Using BUTT in a GNU/LINUX environment without an 
external sound device, you have to open the PULSE AUDIO 
volume control to define which audio will be captured and 
send by your stream: the audio played by a program on your 
computer or the microphone input.

In the Stream Infos box, you edit the information (metadata) 
that is published together with your streaming. It is optional. If 
you don’t want to give any information, save your settings with 
Save.

If you are in a hurry, you can already send a stream by clicking on 
the Play button in the general tab. But your listeners will receive 
pure silence (or hopefully the audio playing on the computer at 
this moment). Better then to take a look at the other important 
tabs before...

AUDIO
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In the Record File Name box, you can choose the name under 
which your file will be saved. To avoid a loss of information 
you can also define that several files are created instead of 
one, defining the cutting interval in Split File. Finally, you can 
also automate the recording of your programs, starting the 
recording by opening BUTT (Start recording after launch) or 
once you connect to the audio server (Start recording when 
connected).

Channel: Les permite elegir si quieren transmitir en Mono (un 
canal) o Estéreo (dos canales). Transmitir en Mono significa usar 
un sonido menos complejo (solo un canal). Pero tiene la ventaja 
de usar menos recursos de la conexión y muchas veces resulta 
mas estable. También, si su micrófono solo tiene un canal, no 
tiene sentido transmitir en estéreo.

Streaming: There are two boxes to define:

Codec: choose the audio format you indicated when you created 
your mountpoint: ogg or mp3.

Bitrate: Here you define the quality of your audio signal. It is 
preferable to lower the Bitrate to 96kbps so that the signal 
is less heavy. In this way, the transmission is less interrupted 
and more stable (more on this topic in the glossary: Constant/
Variable Bitrate).

Recording: BUTT allows you to record in a local file all your 
transmission in compressed formats such as .mp3 or .ogg with 
the bitrate you want. They can also select a lossless format such 
as .wav or .flac but you should take into account that these 
formats will take up more disk space. If you record a program, 
then you can make it available later as an audio file on your 
website or podcast.

Among the other tabs, the other important settings are in:

RECORD
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Before you start your transmission, check that the microphone 
(or mixer) is connected properly or that audio is being played 
from your computer. You can check if there is any signal to 
be transmitted on the peak meter. In case there are flashing 
coloured dots, there is a signal. With the fader, you can adjust 
the output volume of your stream.

If everything is fine, click on the Play button. The top screen 
will change from “idle” to “connecting...” and then to “stream 
time” in the case of a successful connection. Below you will see 
the running time of your transmission.

En caso de algún problema de conexión o configuración el 
estado “connecting...” nunca cambiará a “stream time” y en 
la ventana inferior verán indicaciones para resolver el error (ej. 
“error resolving server address”). 

Note: If you will always use the same BUTT configuration (i.e. the 
same streaming channel) you should select the Start recording 
after launch option (checkbox at the bottom). In this way, you 
will start broadcasting no more by opening BUTT (check if this 
also works with external sound devices).

That’s it. You can now close the “butt settings” window and 
devote yourself to the main butt tab 0.1.18.

3332
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finding the ideal environment for community 
radios

Streaming can be done with many operating systems. 
However, following the call of Latin America and from Libera 
tu radio we recommend not only BUTT (and soon Cool Mic) 
as applications, but also to use a free software distribution. 
What is that? To be considered free software it must comply 
with the four freedoms that define it:

• Freedom 0: To be able to use the program for any purpose.
• Freedom 1: To be able to study how the program works 
and to be able to modify it.
• Freedom 2: To be able to distribute copies of the program.
• Freedom 3: To be able to improve the program and to be 
able to share those improvements for the benefit of all.

When the software does not comply with any of these freedoms 
it is not free even if it is free of charge. Free software is a 
question of freedom, not price.

For Spanish-speaking people and those who speak 
Portuguese, a good option is to use GNU/Linux EterTICs, 
better known as GET. Maintained by a Latin American team, 
it is one of the first distributions and currently the only one 
of the GNU/Linux operating system designed for free and 
community radios. It “integrates all the computer programs 
that radio needs for its transmission.” The most current 
version can be found here: https://gnuetertics.org/

For more multimedia oriented use, Ubuntu Studio remains a 
valid option as well. More here:  https://ubuntustudio.org/ 

7. cool mIc – tranSmISSIonS from your 
Smartphone (androId)

Cool Mic is a software to send 
audio streaming from your 
smartphone. Like BUTT, it is not 
an audio player, it transmits the 
sound of the microphone and 
any sound played on your smart 
phone’s audio players. What 
makes Cool Mic interesting: it is 
an ideal tool for radio coverage 
outside the studio, autonomous 
or in coordination with other 
places. You can, for example, 
conduct a live program from 
your radio booth (with Internet 
access) and allow “reports” 
from different correspondents 
on a march or other event of 
interest.

Important note: There is no updated free software (or even 
free of charge) for those smartphones called iPhone. Cool Mic 
does not transmit streams that use the audio codex .mp3 but 
only the equivalent free format .ogg

https://gnuetertics.org/
https://ubuntustudio.org/ 
https://coolmic.net/
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Choose “Install” and you’re done.

2. Configuration

The configuration is quite similar to BUTT with some discrete 
but important differences.

Open the program (by clicking on the icon in the main apps 
menu on your smartphone). The Cool Mic main window opens. 

Choose the main menu (the icon consisting of 3 vertical spots 
in the upper right corner). A new window opens with 5 options:

    • Share Stream (to share the address of your stream once it 
is configured)
    • Settings (to set preferences)
    • About (general information about Cool Mic)
    • Help (link to a mini manual in English)
    • Quit (Exit menu)

Choose the Settings option to continue with the configuration.

Step by step instructions on how to 
use Cool Mic:

1. Installation:

Look for Cool Mic on a digital 
distribution platform, e.g. Google Play 
or F-Droid.
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General

    • Title ... to indicate the name of the program (optional)
    • Artist ... to indicate presenters/artists (optional)

Connection

    • Server ... name of the audio server and the audio port 
without/at the end (e.g. giss,tv:8000)
    • Username ... user name, which is normally not edited and 
is left in the default state: source
    • Password ... the password of your streaming channel

Audio 

    • Codec ... Here you define the audio codex. The basic 
difference between the two available options is that Ogg/Opus 
works best with lower bitrates compared to Ogg/Vorbis. Use 
Ogg/Vorbis to get started, as it is more common.

    • Samplerate ... the sample rate also defines the sound 
quality. You can leave the default value (44100) and lower it if 
you work with limited connectivity.

The configuration menu is organized into 5 main categories. 
Some configurations are optional. In the following, we present 
all of them and the most important ones in bold.

    • Mountpoint ... the mountpoint with the audio codec (e.g. 
matraca.ogg)
    • Auto-Reconnect ... activate if you want Cool Mic to retry 
transmitting each time the signal is lost
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Once finished you can return to the general window of the 
program (using the touch button of your smart phone). Pressing 
the START LIVESTREAM button starts the transmission. The 
same button starts flashing with the message “Connecting”. 
In the case that the configuration was successful and there is 
connectivity you will see “You Are Live - Tap to Stop”. They will 
continue to broadcast live until you press the key again...

Vu-Meter

    • Interval ... the VU-meter 
graphically represents the volume of 
the transmitted sound and the interval 
describes how often the VU-meter is 
updated. Defining a fast interval will 
make the graphical representation 
more precise but requires more 
resources. Lower or turn off the 
interval if you want to save energy.

Utilities

    • Use Cool Mix Test Server ... allows you to use Cool Mic’s 
audio server (source.coolmic.net) under the commitment not to 
transmit any copyrighted material. Accepting the conditions of 
this option, Cool Mic will create a name for your mount point 
(somewhat cryptic) that you can’t change (but sharing it with 
the Share Stream option, it’s still easy to hear them). Important 
note: choosing this option deletes all previous settings.

    • Channel Configuration ... choose whether you want to 
transmit in stereo (two channels) or mono (one channel). Mono 
requires fewer connectivity resources, stereo offers better 
quality.

      • Quality Level ... scale from -0.1 to 1 to define the quality, 
or complexity of your signal. By default, the quality is low, you 
can experiment with raising it...

    • QR Code Scan ... allows you to open streams encoded as 
barcodes (requires installation of an additional reader)

    • Permissions Check ... (currently dysfunctional)
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1. Audio servers may become saturated if there are many 
transmissions at the same time. In this case, the main port 8000 
can be locked. So, we suggest you try port 8001 as well.

2. Although the interfaces of the different streaming clients 
are different, you will always have to enter the same basic 
information, such as mountpoint name, username, the password 
for access and audio format. So, let’s experiment!

3. Bandwidth. It is useful to know the bandwidth speed of 
your connections so as not to transmit too heavy a streaming 
that would cause constant interruptions. Start with a stream of 
45kbps (or quality 0) and then raise the values to see how much 
information your connection can withstand without saturation.

4. Open ports. It is very common that within institutions or 
universities, the administrators of the local network close some 
ports for security reasons. It is therefore important to make sure 
that the streaming ports (8000 to 8999) are open. Otherwise, 
you should arrange an agreement with the administrators that 
specific ports will be enabled.

5. Cable salad. 90% of the faults have to do with badly connected 
cables or false contacts. Carefully check all cables (light, 
network, connections between devices, speakers, etc.).

6. Passwords and addresses. A forgotten password 
can ruin everything. You will encounter them at 
various times: accessing the computer, an audio 
server mountpoint, chat accounts, FTP, etc. We 

Other options offered in the general window:

 • VU-meter: while being on air you will see bars moving 
to the left and right of the static image (if you transmit in stereo 
the bars move independently, representing the two separate 
channels).

 • Timer: shows how long time lasts or has lasted from the 
last transmission.

 • Listeners: indicates the number of devices connected 
to listen to your stream.

 • State: indicates whether they are disconnected, 
connecting or connected.

 • Input Gain: allows you to control the volume of your 
transmission. Leaving the slider to the left corresponds to a low 
volume, moving it to the right means increasing the volume.

8. tIpS and trIckS

4342
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recommend using KeePassXC to manage and keep your keys 
safe. In addition, you need to have at hand all the details of 
the streaming address to configure the client (e.g. mountpoint, 
audio format, etc.).

7. A functioning server. Using a shared audio server (e.g. Giss.
tv) it is recommended to do a test one day before transmitting 
to see if it works well. It is advisable to have a “Plan B”, i.e. 
a second mountpoint on a different server by which it can be 
transmitted, in case the main server fails.

8. Record your transmissions. That’s useful in case you lose 
connectivity, you’ll have at least one record of your program 
that you can then share as a podcast.

9. Document the device settings and their configurations 
because what is obvious to you at the moment is quickly 
forgotten and can cause problems in the next transmission.

10. Stay calm. The one who gets angry no longer reflects and does 
not detect the small traps of streaming. For Spanish-speaking 
people: Take advantage of thematic forums on the Internet 
or groups such as Liberaturadio https://t.me/liberaturadio to 
publish your doubts, questions, advice and ideas.

9. gloSSary of key conceptS

Audio Format - Structure used to record audio data into a file 
(e.g. MP3, Ogg/Vorbis, etc.).

Bandwidth - Margin between the minimum and maximum 
frequency that can be transmitted. The amount of information 
or data that can be sent over a network connection in a given 
period of time originates from the bandwidth. Thus, many times 
the term bandwidth is used for the transfer rate in bits per 
second (bps), kilobits per second (kbps), or megabits per second 
(mps). In continental Europe, the units are used according to 
the International System of Units (SI) bit/s, kbit/s and Mbit/s.

Bitrate - Defines how many bits of information are transmitted 
per second during a streaming transmission. It influences the 
quality and complexity of the sound. A high bit rate requires a 
high bandwidth, both to transmit and to receive the streaming.

Buffer - Temporary storage of information. This is usually a 
buffer between one device and another, e.g. 
computer and printer, or computer and hard 
disk, etc. It is used to improve performance 
or also to compensate for the difference 
in times and speeds handled by different 
devices.

Compress - Digitizing analogue audio 
material produces an amount of data that 

https://t.me/liberaturadio
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exceeds the amount of data normally used during transmission 
modes (e.g. streaming). It will mean for transmission in CD 
quality at a rate of 44100*16*2 bit/s = 1.4 Mbit/s. For this 
reason, procedures were developed that allow the digital audio 
signal to be saved by omitting part of the original (analogue) 
information but without any loss in the sound quality perceptible 
to the human ear. This procedure is called compression. The 
best-known compression procedures are MP3 and Ogg/Vorbis, 
which allow a reduction in the amount of data to one-tenth (128 
kbit/s).

Console - View: Mixer.

(to) convert - Here: change a file from one format to another.

Constant/Variable Bit Rate - You can select whether the 
compression of the audible material is constant or variable. With 
a constant rate (CBR) the same amount of data will always be 
stored/transmitted, even when the data is composed of silence. 
When compressing with a variable rate (VBR), the number of bits 
varies depending on the complexity of the audible material. The 
variable rate is usually defined through a quality scale. A certain 
quality generates an intermediate rate for the entire file. For 
streaming, it is safer to use a constant rate, because then one 
can be sure that the rate will never exceed the bit rate of the 
connection. Audio files with variable rate have better quality - 
in the same size - than compressed files with a constant rate.

Copyleft - Concept of Copyright. Type of free license used 
to define the right to works (e.g. software, documents, music, 
works of art). Its supporters propose it as an alternative to the
restrictions imposed by the rules laid down in the copyright by 
making use of it. The aim is to guarantee greater freedom so 

that each recipient of a copy, or a version derived from a piece 
of work, can, in turn, use, modify and redistribute both the work 
itself and the versions derived from it. http://creativecommons.
org/international/.

(to) encode - Activity by which information from a source is 
converted into symbols to be communicated. In other words, it 
is the application of the rules of code.

Encoder type - The audio format in which it is transmitted (e.g. 
Ogg/Vorbis, MP3).

External device (external hardware) - A physical component 
that is not part of the computer but connects and communicates 
with it.

External/Internal Microphone - An electroacoustic device for 
picking up sound. Internal microphones are integrated into a 
computer (usually portable equipment). External microphones 
are connected by cables (in MIC-IN or LINE-IN).

Fader - A signal regulator that allows the intensity of a continuous 
progression or regression signal (e.g., volume) to be modified.

Giss.tv (Global Independent Streaming Support) - Free audio 
server dedicated to providing streaming channels to free and 
community media.

GNU/Linux - Free operating system. Its development is one 
of the most prominent examples of free software; all source 
code can be freely used, modified and redistributed by anyone, 
under the terms of the GPL (GNU General Public License) and 
other free licenses. There are several GNU/Linux distributions 
(e.g. Debian, Fedora, Linux Mint, Ubuntu).
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GPL - License created by the Free Software Foundation in 
1989 (the first version), aimed primarily at protecting the free 
distribution, modification and use of the software. Its purpose 
is to declare that the software covered by this license is free 
software and to protect it from attempts at appropriation that 
restrict those freedoms to users.

Hardware - A term that refers to any physical technological 
component that works or interacts in any way with the computer. 
Not only does it include internal elements such as the hard 
disk, CD-ROM, floppy disk drive, but it also refers to the wiring, 
circuits, cabinet, etc.

Host - View Audio Server.

JACK - JACK Audio Connection Kit or JACK is a Demon that 
can be understood as an audio application software interface 
for operating systems similar to UNIX (including all GNU/LINUX 
distributions). JACK manages the inputs and outputs of audio 
applications (e.g. sequencers, software synthesizers), and the 
audio hardware (e.g. microphone input, audio output from the 
speakers) and handles the audio signals between them. Thus 
the various elements of the audio studio within your computer 
can be intuitively connected like in a conventional studio.
Mono/Stereo Channels - A choice of mono (one channel) or 
stereo (two channels), as this will affect the quality of the 
stream. The decision to transmit in mono or stereo depends on 
the content and the aesthetic intention of the stream (voice or 
music, etc.).

Mixer - A technological device (or virtual application) consisting 
of a circuit with two or more inputs and an output that linearly 
combines several input signals to obtain a single output signal.

(to) monitor - to observe or monitor the execution of certain 
processes, e.g. streaming transmissions.

Mountpoint (mountpoint, mount, MNT) - “Name of a streaming” 
that distinguishes the various transmissions that are made 
through the same server. Unlike ports, a mount point always 
corresponds to only one stream. It is very common that the 
name of a certain mount point also contains information about 
the digital format (codec) of audio that is used to transmit.

MP3 - Lossy compressed digital audio format, developed by 
the Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG). The standard mp3 
that allows almost a CD-quality is 44 kHz stereo and has a bit 
rate of 128 kbps for the quality/size ratio.

Ogg/Vorbis - Free audio format. Ogg is an open and free 
standard that functions as a multimedia container format 
developed by the Xiph.Org foundation. It is a very efficient 
format for streaming and for compressing the data contents.

Quality - A choice of various streaming clients that allows the 
transmission quality to be modified on a scale from e.g. 0 (low) 
to 10 (high).

Record (to record) - Here: Record sound analogically or digitally.

Password - Here: Keyword to regulate access to a streaming 
channel.

Peak-meter - An application (or device) that measures 
the intensity of a signal (volume) and provides a graphical 
representation of this intensity in real-time to the user.
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Port - A port is a part of the IP-address that attaches data 
segments to a network protocol. One can imagine a port as 
a gateway between the server and a network. If no port is 
specified in the URL, the standard port 80 will be used for the 
HTTP protocol.

Reconnecting seconds - A time interval that defines the seconds 
in which an interrupted stream must be reconnected.

Samplerate - Frequency at which a signal is read. A common 
frequency is 44100 Hz which corresponds to a Hi-Fi quality (see: 
high fidelity).

Server type - Streaming server types are varied. The most 
common are Icecast2 (free software) and Shoutcast (commercial 
license).

Signal - An encrypted or encoded message that can be used 
to transmit information. Both sender and receiver must find 
a common language to understand each other. Input signal - 
an audio signal received by a computer’s virtual (software) or 
physical (hardware) input. Output signal - an audio signal sent 
by a computer’s virtual (software) or physical (hardware) output.

Software - In computing, the software is - strictly speaking - any 
program or application programmed to perform specific tasks.

Streaming - A term that refers to hearing an audio file on the 
Internet without first downloading it to a computer. In more 
complex terms, it could be said that it describes a strategy on 
the demand for the distribution of multimedia content through 

the Internet. This type of technology allows storing in a buffer 
(temporary memory) what is being heard or seen.

Source code (code base) - Text written in a specific programming 
language that can be read by a programmer.

Streaming channel - specific address written in HTTP protocol 
for the handling of sound through a “client-server relationship”.

Streaming client - Application to encode and send audio 
signals to an audio server. This operation performed by the 
streaming client is an important step in the streaming sound 
chain.

Streaming server - a server specifically configured to handle 
audio streams.

Soundcard - A hardware device that serves as an expansion of 
the possibilities offered by computers, allowing the output or 
input of information in the form of audio.

Username (login) - Moment of authentication when logging 
into a service or system. As soon as the login is initiated, the 
user enters a session, usually using a username and password.

Wired/wireless connection - Connection by (wired) or 
electromagnetic (wireless) waves of a computer to other devices 
or networks (e.g. the Internet).
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